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I n previous publications we have reported thermody
namic and spectral data for the charge-transfer (CT) 

complex between trimethylamine (TMA) and sulfur 
dioxide (SO2) in the vapor phase,1 in the nonpolar 
solvent heptane,1 and in the moderately polar solvents 
dichloromethane and chloroform.2 An interesting 
result of these studies was that the intensity of the CT 
absorption band changes very little when the medium is 
changed from vapor to a solvent. This observation is 
at variance with results obtained from vapor-phase 
studies of CT complexes with iodine,3-5 tetracyano-
ethylene,6 and carbonyl cyanide6 as acceptors. In these 
cases, much lower intensities for the CT band have in
variably been found in the vapor phase as compared to 
solution, both for weak3 and, with iodine, also for 
stronger adducts.46 There seems reason, however, to 
question the reliability of previously reported extinc
tion coefficients of vapor-phase CT complexes. 

Unfortunately, only two vapor-phase complexes 
have been studied independently by different work
ers.3-6 '7 For the weak benzene-I2 complex, one re
port7 concluded that only the product of the formation 
constant (K0) and the extinction coefficient for the CT 
band (e) could be calculated. In the other case, that of 
the moderately strong diethyl sulfide-I2 complex,4,5 the 
reported values of e differed by a factor of more than 3, 
although the tK0 product agreed to within experimental 
error. This is somewhat surprising, since in this case a 
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sufficient amount of the acceptor was apparently in the 
complexed form at the highest donor concentrations to 
permit calculation of K and e separately.8,9 However, 
random and systematic errors in absorbances are con
siderably larger for vapor-phase studies than in solution. 
Moreover, limitations are imposed by the low volatility 
and instability of reactants and complexes. We feel, 
therefore, that published extinction coefficients and for
mation constants for vapor-phase CT complexes should 
be regarded as highly uncertain. Since it is possible to 
determine the product eKc for a given complex with 
reasonable accuracy from vapor-phase spectral data, 
this situation seems to call for the determination of K0 

by nonspectral methods (e.g., from PVT or vapor-
density data) whenever it is feasible. With these meth
ods, only one parameter (K0) has to be inferred from a 
set of measurements at varying concentrations of the 
reactants.10 Consequently, an accurate value of K0 can 
be deduced for systems in which only a small percentage 
of either component is complexed, and spectral results 
for the tKc product then will yield a reliable value for e. 
To avoid lengthy extrapolations, the classical methods 
should preferably be employed in the same temperature 
range as for the spectral study. We have therefore 
initiated programs in our laboratories aimed at the 
determination of formation constants for CT complexes 
in the vapor phase by classical methods. Since the 
TMA-SO2 complex is apparently an exception with 
regard to the relationship between vapor-phase and 
solution CT absorption intensities, we have studied 
this complex by two independent nonspectral methods, 
in the temperature range 35-44°. PVT data found in 
the literature11 have been used to calculate K0 at higher 
temperatures. 
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Experimental Section 

Apparatus and Experimental Procedure. In one set of experi
ments, the isothermal expansion of equimolar mixtures of TMA 
and SO2 was studied using a Burnett-type apparatus similar to 
one previously described.12 The two chambers had volumes of 
approximately 0.55 and 0.24 L, respectively. The exact volume 
ratio (the ratio of the large chamber volume to the total volume) 
was determined with dry nitrogen. This ratio, which is an im
portant parameter in the calculations, was reproduced to better 
than 1 part in 3000, over the same pressure range as that used in 
the actual experiments. The pressures were measured using a 
Texas Instruments fused-quartz precision gage.12 The apparatus 
was immersed in a constant-temperature water bath controlled to 
±0.01°. 

The equimolecular mixture of TMA and SO2 vapors was trans
ferred to the apparatus from a separate bulb containing the solid 
TMA-SO2 addition compound. This compound was prepared 
essentially as described by Burg.l' Gaseous SO2 from a commercial 
cylinder was admitted into the Burnett apparatus and the pressure 
recorded. The gas was then frozen with liquid nitrogen into the 
compound storage bulb. An approximately equal molar amount 
of gaseous TMA, also from a tank, was then introduced into the 
apparatus and frozen into the storage bulb, where the addition 
compound was formed. Pumping for about 10 min with this 
bulb immersed in a Dry Ice-acetone bath left a white, readily sub-
limable compound. The dissociation pressure, measured between 
25 and 44° agreed to better than 0.2 Torr with the equation log P 
= 11.276 - 3165/7V1 Therefore, further purification of the 
compound was not considered necessary. As noted by Burg,11 

excess of either of the two components could always be pumped 
out, giving a compound whose dissociation pressure agreed with 
the values measured after freezing equimolar mixtures of TMA and 
SO2. To avoid the necessity of correcting for sorption, the initial 
pressure in the Burnett apparatus did not exceed 70-80% of the 
dissociation pressure. In some of the experiments the pressure 
varied slightly between the final measurement for one expansion 
and the initial measurement for the next. Measurements were 
made at 35, 40, and 44°, with initial pressures at approximately 
8.0, 13.0, and 16.0 Torr, respectively; 8 to 10 experiments were 
performed at each temperature, giving 25-30 sets of values for 
(a) initial pressure in the large bulb, (b) initial pressure in the small 
bulb, and (c) final total pressure. 

In a separate experiment a fused-silica buoyancy micro-
balance18'14 was used to determine vapor densities for equimolar 
mixtures of TMA and SO2. These mixtures were introduced into 
the balance chamber (volume ca. 3.5 1.) from a storage bulb con
taining the solid compound (see above). The level of the balance 
pointer was measured to 0.02 mm with a precision cathetometer, 
and the corresponding pressures were measured with the Texas 
Instruments gauge to ±0.003 Torr. A series of measurements 
was performed with TMA-SO2 mixtures at 35°, in the pressure 
range 0-7 Torr. Then pure nitrogen gas was introduced into the 
system and a series of measurements was made over the same range 
of vapor densities. A numerical interpolation procedure14 was 
used to calculate the pressure of nitrogen corresponding to the 
same density as that 0f each TMA-SO2 sample. This pressure 
was then converted into a gas density value assuming nitrogen to 
behave ideally in the pressure range employed. 

Methods of Calculation. The PVT data were analyzed using a 
method similar to that described previously.12 Equations anal
ogous to (7) and (8) of ref 12 may be derived for a two-component 
system in which only the 1:1 hetero complex, and no self-associated 
aggregates, are assumed to be present" 

P = PSO1 + />TMA + KpPSOtPTMA (1) 

""SO* = />SO> + KpPsO1PiM-A. (2) 

1TTMA = PTMA + KpPSOiPTMA (3) 

where pSoa and PTMA are the monomer pressures of SO2 and TMA, 
respectively, and Kp is the formation constant in reciprocal pres
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sure units. Equations 2 and 3, the formal pressure equations, are 
identical term by term, since equimolar mixtures were employed 
throughout. Therefore, it was possible to analyze the PVT data 
by treating TMA-SO2 as a pseudo-one-component system. The 
nonlinear least-squares technique of Tucker, et al.,12 was used 
directly to infer values of the formation constant from sets of 
pressure values measured with the Burnett-type apparatus. 

Equations 1-3 are also applicable to the vapor-density data, and 
in fact TTTMA and 7rso2 may be calculated directly from the measured 
vapor densities. To avoid systematic errors which would be intro
duced if the mole ratio of the TMA-SO2 mixture deviated even 
slightly from 1:1, a difference method was employed to infer values 
of Kp from sets of values of p and IT (where w = 7rSo2 + ITTMA). 
Using a trial value of Kp, the monomer pressures corresponding to 
a given pair of initial and final pressures were computed. The 
anticipated value of the change in formal pressure, A7roai0d, could 
then be computed (using the monomer pressures and the same 
value of Kp) and compared to the observed Air. The procedure 
was repeated for each pair of initial and final pressures and the 
error function 

R M S D = | E ( A 7 r - ATCa1Od)VC" " 1 ) } V ' (4) 

was calculated corresponding to the chosen value of Kp (n is the 
number of ATT values). A nonlinear least-squares method was 
used to minimize the RMSD with respect to the single unknown 
parameter .Ky.12.16 

Results and Discussion 
Formation constants for the TMA-SO2 1:1 complex 

obtained from the Burnett-type experiment at 35, 40, 
and 44° are listed in Table I. Standard errors in the 

Table I. Formation Constants for the Trimethylamine-Sulfur 
Dioxide Complex in the Gas Phase 

Temp, Kp, RMSD, Kc, 
0C Torr-1 Torr l./mol Method 

35.0 0.00946 ± 0.00057 0.0051° 182 ± 11 Burnett 
40.0 0.00738 ± 0.00033 0.0063° 144 ± 6 Burnett 
44.0 0.00550 ± 0.00031 0.0098° 109 ± 6 Burnett 
35.0 0.0106 ± 0.0019 0.035° 203 ± 36 Vapor 

density 
39.7 154 ± 12 Spectral1 

" Root-mean-square deviation in final pressure. ° Root-mean-
square deviation in Ax (see eq 4). 

formation constants and values of the root-mean-
square deviation in pressure are given. Table I also 
includes Kc calculated from the vapor-density data at 
35° and Kc at 39.7° obtained from the spectrophoto
metry study reported before.1 Table II gives the ex
perimental data at one temperature (40°) for the Burnett 
experiment. It is seen that the agreement between cal
culated final pressures and observed pressures is ex
tremely good, giving small standard errors in Kc. For 
the vapor-density measurements, the standard error 
was considerably larger. 

The vapor pressure predicted for complete dissocia
tion of a given weight of the solid TMA-SO2 adduct, 
assuming ideal gas behavior, can be inferred from the 
PVT data in ref 11, for the temperature range 65-100°. 
The formation constants at the various temperatures 
can then be calculated, attributing the difference be
tween the calculated and observed pressures to com
plex formation. The results are given in Table III. 

(16) (a) D. J. Wilde, "Optimum Seeking Methods," Prentice-Hall, 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1964; (b) S. D. Christian, J. Chem. Educ, 42, 
604 (1965). 
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Figure 1. Van't Hoff plot of temperature dependence of the 
formation constant (K0) for TMA-SO2 from four different tech
niques: O, PVT (ref 11); A, PVT, Burnett type (this work); • , 
spectral (ref 1); •, vapor density (this work); • , PVT (ref 11), 
not included in least-squares fit. 

Since one Burnett-type experiment was performed at 
nearly the same temperature (40°) as that used in the 
spectrophotometric study (39.7°), the formation con
stants obtained by these methods can be directly com
pared. The value of 144 ± 6 l./mol from the Burnett 

Table II. Measured (PLl, PSl, and P2) and Calculated (P2C) 
Pressures OfTMA-SO2 Mixtures at 40° from 
Burnett Experiments" 

PLl, PSl, P2, P2C, 
Torr Torr Torr Torr6 

9.750 0.077 6.797 6.794 
6.800 0.057 4.728 4.733 
4.728 0.024 3.821 3.282 

11.518 0.067 8.025 8.025 
13.196 0.120 9.228 9.215 
9.231 0.084 6.434 6.434 
6.436 0.057 4.470 4.479 
4.471 0.043 3.109 3.110 

13.042 0.117 9.111 9.105 
9.111 0.073 6.347 6.347 
4.410 0.046 3.064 3.068 

11.203 0.095 7.806 7.813 
7.808 0.048 5.427 5.431 
5.428 0.033 3.765 3.772 

11.040 0.057 7.691 7.688 
7.691 0.060 5.348 5.354 
5.350 0.041 3.809 3.719 

11.654 0.063 8.128 8.119 
8.128 0.052 5.652 5.655 
5.654 0.038 3.921 3.930 

10.896 0.090 7.592 7.597 
7.592 0.054 5.275 5.283 
5.275 0.035 3.661 3.666 

" PLl, PSl, and P2 represent, respectively, the initial gas pressure 
in the large bulb, the initial pressure in the small bulb, and the final 
pressure in both bulbs at equilibrium. See ref 12 for details of the 
experiment and treatment of data. h Apparatus volume ratio (ratio 
of volume of large bulb to the total system volume) equals 0.6911. 

method is in good agreement with the result 154 ± 12 
l./mol from the spectral measurements. To demon
strate the consistency between the formation constants 
determined by all of the four methods at various tem
peratures, a plot of R In Kc vs. l/Tis shown in Figure 1. 
The amount of complex present in the PVT experiments 
was very small at the two highest temperatures, and the 
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Table III. Deviations from Ideality and Calculated Formation 
Constants from PVT Data for TMA-SO2 (ref 11) 

Temp, 
0C 

64.7 
69.9 
75.1 
82.8 
85.7 
94.5 
99.9 

> 
Exptl 

77.6 
79.1 
80.85 

179.7 
83.8 
86.5 
88.2 

Pressure, Torr • 
Calcd 

81.1 
82.1 
83.9 

189.9 
85.6 
87.6 
89.0 

Complex 

3.5 
3.0 
2.24 

10.2 
1.8 
1.1 
0.8 

Kp X 10s 

Torr-1 

2.56 
2.06 
1.45 
1.14 
1.07 
0.60 
0.42 

/C0 , 
l./mol 
53.9 
44.0 
31.5 
25.3 
24.0 
13.8 
9.8 

calculated formation constants cannot be considered 
very reliable. When these two Kc values are omitted, 
all the other data fit nicely to eq 5, which was obtained 
by least-squares analysis 

R In Kc = (9-07 * 0^27) X 10' _ ( l g , ± QM) ( 5 ) 

where R is 1.987 cal mol - 1 deg -1. This gives for the 
complex formation reaction in the gas phase AU° = 
- 9 . 1 ± 0.3 kcal and AS0 = -20.9 ± 0.8 eu, where 
AU0 and AS0 are internal energy and entropy changes 
for formation of 1 mol of TMA-SO2 from 1 mol each 
of TMA and SO2, using unit molarity, ideal gas standard 
states for each species. Including all the points gives 
AU0 = - 9 . 7 ± 0.4 kcal, AS0 = -22.9 ± 1.0 eu. 
These values may be compared with the spectrophoto
metric results AU0 = - 9 . 1 ± 0.4 kcal, AS° = -21 .0 
± 1.0 eu.1 

Figure 1 shows the excellent agreement between the 
value of R In Kc at 39.7° from the spectrophotometric 
study and that calculated from the least-squares line 
(R In Kc vs. l/T) obtained from the nonspectral values 
of Kc. Moreover, the excellent agreement between the 
value of AC/0 calculated from the change in intensity of 
the CT band with temperature and the value reported 
here must be considered fortuitous. Since the inherent 
problem connected with the spectral study in the vapor 
phase is the calculation of separate values of Kc and e, 
whereas the product Kct can be determined accurately, 
it follows that the previously reported value for e is 
reliable. The precision and internal consistency of 
spectral results for the TMA-SO2 system in condensed 
phases1'2 lead us to believe that reported solution values 
of e and the oscillator strength are accurate. The pres
ent study therefore confirms the important observation 
that the spectral parameters of the CT band are nearly 
the same in the vapor phase as in solution. 

Various attempts to rationalize the increase in vapor-
phase extinction coefficients as compared to those 
evaluated in solution have been discussed in several 
papers concerned with vapor-phase CT complexes.1,3-6 

Some of the proposed mechanisms617-19 may explain 
the increase for weak complexes, but these effects 
should be less important as the donor-acceptor inter
action becomes stronger. Nevertheless, a drastic change 
in the value of e is reported for the moderately strong 
organic sulfide-iodine complexes.5 It remains a per
plexing problem why two complexes of comparable 

(17) L. E. Orgel and R. S. Mulliken, /. Amer. Chem. Soc, 79, 4839 
(1957). 

(18) S. Carter, J. M. Murrell, and E. J. Rosen, J. Chem. Soc, 2048 
(1965). 

(19) P. J. Trotter, J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 88, 5721 (1966). 
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strength (in terms of AU) such as tetrahydrothio-
phene-I2

6 and TMA-SO2 should behave so differently 
in this respect. 

We believe that further progress toward understand
ing solvent effects on the spectral parameters of CT com
plexes will depend upon two factors: (1) the acquisition 
of additional accurate data for both weak and strong 
complexes in the vapor phase; and (2) development of 
methods for the study of particularly weak complexes 
in solution, which may remove possible inadequacies in 
the interpretation of the solution data.20 The present 
study demonstrates the value of a combination of 

(20) P. J. Trotter and M. W. Hanna, / . Amer. Chem. Soc, 88, 3724 
(1966). 

The object of this paper is to discuss an empirical 
equation of A. V. Hill2 and the binding potential 

of Wyman3 from the point of view of McMillan-
Mayer4 solution theory. The Hill equation, which has 
often been used to describe binding of ligands to pro
teins,6 can be written as 

7,1(1 - Y1) = Kat
n (1) 

where F4 is the fractional occupation of i sites by ligand 
/ at ligand activity a{. The exponent n is, in general, a 
function of at, but is usually found to be essentially con
stant over a fairly wide range around the midpoint of the 
binding curve.5 

As originally presented by Hill, this equation was a 
partially successful attempt to describe the cooperative 
binding of oxygen to hemoglobin. Its modern im
portance is derived from the demonstration that the 
Hill equation yields useful thermodynamic information 
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spectral and nonspectral methods to obtain reliable 
spectral parameters in the vapor phase. For systems in 
which donor, acceptor and complex are not very 
volatile, additional techniques must be used. One 
new method, employing a mixture of polyiodides as a 
constant iodine activity source,21 has been successfully 
used to study the diethyl ether-iodine adduct; the 
technique is apparently applicable to systems in which 
either very weak or moderately strong complexes are 
present. 
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about homotropic6 reactions, of whatever origin, in 
any system.6 

If logarithms are taken of both sides of this equation, 
the resulting expression forms the basis for the well-
known Hill plot.6 Two important quantities can be 
extracted from such a plot: (1) the minimum value for 
the decrease in work per site required to saturate the 
macromolecule with ligand, which results from coopera
tive interactions among the sites; and (2) the slope of 
the Hill plot, n, at the midpoint of titration, which is a 
measure of the cooperativity of the binding reaction. 
The two quantities are closely related, and, in fact, one 
is a function of the other.6 The determination of the 
first of these two quantities from a Hill plot and its con
nection with the second are not based on the assumption 
of a particular cooperative model, but arise from general 
thermodynamic considerations.6 

In the following sections, the methods of statistical 
mechanics are used to investigate more closely the sig
nificance of the two quantities which are derived from 
Hill plots. The approach taken is, in essence, an ex
tension of the elegant theory of protein solutions pub-

(6) Homotropic is used for interactions between sites which bind 
the same type of ligand. 
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